Efficiency Increased
By 30-100%
For more than 40 years Eton Systems has improved production efficiency in textile industries worldwide. More than 4,000 systems have been installed in the plants of prestigious customers, both large and small, in Europe, North America, Latin America, the Asia-Pacific, Australia and Africa. The improvement in efficiency varies from 30% to 100% making an Eton system one of the most valuable investments a furniture business can make.

ADVANTAGES IN BRIEF

• REDUCED COST PER PRODUCT
• FACILITATED MATERIAL HANDLING AND SEWING
• OPTIMAL CONTROL OF THE ENTIRE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
• IMPROVED QUALITY
• SHORTEN THROUGH-PUT TIME
ETON SYSTEM IS A FLEXIBLE MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM DESIGNED TO ELIMINATE MANUAL TRANSPORTATION AND MINIMIZE HANDLING AND THROUGHPUT TIME IN THE APPAREL INDUSTRY. IT INCREASES PRODUCTIVITY RADICALLY, SHORTENS LEAD TIMES, ENSURES AN OPTIMAL WORKFLOW AND FREES UP TIME FOR ADDING VALUE TO YOUR PRODUCTS.

Technically the system consists of overhead conveyors with individually addressable workstations. It is monitored by a computer that provides all necessary data for optimal measurement and management of the process optimally. Furthermore, the system is highly flexible and can be rapidly modified in response to changes in the production line or the need for expansion.
THE ETON UPS (UNIT PRODUCTION SYSTEM) WAS INVENTED BY ETON AND IS TODAY THE INDUSTRY LEADER. UPS IS USED BY SEVERAL WELL-KNOWN MANUFACTURERS THAT DEMAND HIGH QUALITY AND COMPETITIVE PRICES. UPS IS PROBABLY THE BEST INVESTMENT YOU CAN MAKE, IN ESTABLISHING YOUR BUSINESS AS A PREMIUM SUPPLIER IN A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE MARKET.
SECURING QUALITY
TO BE A WORLD-CLASS SUPPLIER IT’S VITAL TO OPTIMIZE AND SECURE ALL STEPS OF THE PRODUCTION FLOW. THE ETON SYSTEM ALLOWS YOU TO TRACK, MEASURE AND FINE-TUNE EACH OF THESE STEPS, WITH THE HELP OF POWERFUL SOFTWARE. THIS MAKES IT EASY TO FOLLOW-UP, ADJUST AND IMPROVE QUALITY.

Sometimes it’s difficult to get hold of skilled staff. The Eton system offers complete control of the production flow, making it easier to identify and address problems. We also provide global, interactive training courses at all levels of manufacturing, to improve staff skill levels.

SOLUTIONS
FOR SKILLED AND UNSKILLED STAFF
Eton Systems offers flexible solutions for improving productivity in small, medium and large industries. The system can be adapted to everything from buildings with low ceilings and small, complex batches to larger buildings and big batches. It fits your needs, whatever the nature of your business, your customers or the production.

**CUSTOM-MADE SOLUTIONS FOR ALL SIZES**

**ROI WITHIN 1-3 YEARS**

Enhancing production efficiency will substantially improve your profitability as well as your cost efficiency, due to a better utilization of space. Our customers normally see a positive return on their investment within 1-3 years, depending on the nature and complexity of their production.